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Migrating tremors illuminate complex deformation
beneath the seismogenic San Andreas fault
David R. Shelly1

The San Andreas fault is one of the most extensively studied faults
in the world, yet its physical character and deformation mode
beneath the relatively shallow earthquake-generating portion
remain largely unconstrained. Tectonic ‘non-volcanic’ tremor, a
recently discovered seismic signal1 probably generated by shear
slip on the deep extension of some major faults2–4, can provide new
insight into the deep fate of such faults, including that of the San
Andreas fault near Parkfield, California5. Here I examine continuous
seismic data from mid-2001 to 2008, identifying tremor and decomposing the signal into different families of activity based on
the shape and timing of the waveforms at multiple stations6. This
approach allows differentiation between activities from nearby
patches of the deep fault and begins to unveil rich and complex
patterns of tremor occurrence. I find that tremor exhibits nearly
continuous migration, with the most extensive episodes propagating
more than 20 kilometres along fault strike at rates of 15–80 kilometres per hour. This suggests that the San Andreas fault remains a
localized through-going structure, at least to the base of the crust, in
this area. Tremor rates and recurrence behaviour changed markedly
in the wake of the 2004 magnitude-6.0 Parkfield earthquake6,7, but
these changes were far from uniform within the tremor zone,
probably reflecting heterogeneous fault properties and static and
dynamic stresses decaying away from the rupture. The systematic
recurrence of tremor demonstrated here suggests the potential to
monitor detailed time-varying deformation on this portion of the
deep San Andreas fault, deformation which unsteadily loads the
shallower zone that last ruptured in the 1857 magnitude-7.9 Fort
Tejon earthquake8.
Earthquakes on the San Andreas fault mostly range between depths
of 2 and 15 km and provide information about the location and style
of deformation of the fault in this upper-crustal ‘seismogenic’ zone.
Beyond the maximum depth of earthquakes, however, relatively little
is known about the character of the fault. While some have proposed
that the San Andreas and other faults may evolve into broadly distributed zones of deformation beneath the seismogenic layer9, recent
observations of deep tremor and slow slip suggest that faults can
remain localized well below the down-dip limit of earthquakes10.
Deep tremor was first observed in the subduction zones of southwest Japan1 and Cascadia11. In these locations, the majority of tremor
is generated in relatively large bursts of concentrated activity, often
accompanied by geodetically detectible slow slip. In southwest Japan,
these bursts typically last several days and occur at periods of
3–6 months12. By comparison, Cascadia events tend to be larger in
area, longer in duration, and less frequent, with typical periodicities
of 10–19 months, depending on the location of events along the
margin13.
Tremor has also been identified beneath the strike-slip San
Andreas fault near Parkfield, California. This tremor exhibits many
of the same characteristics as subduction zone tremor, including a
1

dominant frequency content of ,2–8 Hz (ref. 5), apparent location
on the deep extension of the fault, and waveforms consisting of
repeated similar events4. In addition, like tremor in Nankai and
Cascadia, San Andreas fault tremor is triggered by very small stresses
imparted by teleseismic waves14–16 and tidal fluctuations17. Tremor
locations aligned with fault strike4 and triggering by tidally induced
right lateral shear stress17 strongly suggest that San Andreas fault
tremor is generated by tectonically driven slip on the deep fault, as
has been argued for tremor in Japan2,18 and Cascadia3. Despite the
many similarities to subduction zone tremor, no accompanying geodetic signature has yet been detected near Parkfield19, probably owing
to the relatively small spatial dimension and short recurrence times of
activity in this area.
As in southwest Japan18, tremor beneath the San Andreas fault is
composed of an overlapping sequence of individual events4, which have
been termed low-frequency earthquakes20. While semi-continuous
activity and low amplitudes often prevent identification of the P and
S wave arrivals that are generally used to locate earthquakes, repeated
activity from the same patch of the fault can be identified very effectively
using cross-correlation in a multi-channel matched filter21.
Figure 1 shows estimated locations for the suite of 21 different lowfrequency earthquakes from ref. 6. As described in that work, these
low-frequency earthquakes are used as template events and are then
scanned through continuous borehole seismic data from the Parkfield
High Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) from mid-2001 to the end
of 2008, with similarity measured as the sum of the correlation coefficients across all channels18. The set of events resembling each
template is considered an event family.
This approach has several advantages over amplitude-based analysis of tremor7, including the ability to identify short-duration tremor
and low-amplitude tremor. Furthermore, because it relies on the
shape and timing of the waveforms, rather than waveform envelopes,
this method permits analysis on much shorter spatial and temporal
scales, differentiating activity on many small patches of the deep fault.
Similarly, this technique automatically differentiates between tremor
and other seismic signals, such as earthquake aftershocks or cultural
noise. Thus, there is no need to exclude the times immediately following significant earthquakes, when amplitude detection becomes
impractical owing to the difficulty of distinguishing semi-continuous
shallow aftershocks from deep fault tremor7.
One of the striking results of this analysis is the constant motion of
the tremor source. Figure 2 shows an example of an extensive migration episode, in which the tremor source propagates ,25 km northwest along fault strike over a period of 90 min. This gives an average
migration rate of 17 km h21 (4.6 m s21), but the migration rate
appears to vary substantially, and local migration velocities are as high
as 80 km h21, similar to migration rates observed in the up- and
down-dip directions in southwest Japan22. Despite variations in propagation rate in this example, initial onsets of activity in each event
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Figure 1 | Map and cross-section showing tremor locations. a, Map view.
b, Cross-section. The red star shows the hypocentre of the 2004 earthquake.
Coloured circle, plus, and diamond symbols show interpreted tremor eventfamily locations from ref. 6, derived from a combination of arrival time picks
and migration patterns. Single-event travel-time-based locations for each
family (when available) are shown as black ‘x’ symbols. Filled blue triangles
are stations used in event detection, while black triangles are additional

temporary and permanent stations used for template location. Small dots are
relocated earthquakes29. Shaded grey regions denote the Parkfield segment,
which last ruptured in 2004, and the northern end of the segment that last
ruptured in the 1857 magnitude-7.9 Fort Tejon earthquake. The greyscale
slip model in b includes coseismic slip and the first 230 days of afterslip from
the 2004 Parkfield earthquake30. (Figure modified from ref. 6.)

family show a remarkably systematic progression to the northwest.
Activity in a given event family often lingers after the initial front has
passed, as seen in Fig. 2. Most San Andreas fault tremor migration
episodes traverse shorter distances than in this example (5–10 km is
common), yet persistent progressions between event families remain.
An additional migration example is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.
Along-strike tremor migration episodes, such as the one shown in
Fig. 2, suggest that the fault exists as a continuous structure at the
,25 km depth of the tremors, near the ,26 km base of the crust in
this area23. The nature of the fault between 15 and 24 km, however, is
unknown, as this area is devoid of earthquakes and does not appear to
generate appreciable tremor.
Despite migration episodes that sometimes encompass many
event families, different families exhibit very different recurrence
patterns, with typical recurrence periods ranging from a few days
to a few months. Figure 3 shows cumulative events over time for
three representative event families: one with large bursts of hundreds
of events every few months, one with small bursts of several events
every few days, and one with a hybrid pattern of large and small
bursts.

Figure 4 summarizes this behaviour for all 21 families and demonstrates small-scale segmentation within the tremor zone, with groups of
families showing coincident, or nearly coincident, bursts of activity. The
highest overall level of tremor activity is observed during bursts lasting
1–3 days, recurring every few months. These can be seen in Fig. 4a as the
apparent striping (bright bars) in families 8–11 and 13–17. Bursts of
activity in these two zones often coincide closely in time, with activity in
either zone preceding the other by 1–3 days. Occasionally, however,
they become out-of-phase with one another, for example in mid2006 (Figs 3a and 4a). Other event families typically exhibit small bursts
of activity every few days, with varying degrees of regularity. For
example, families 17–19 typically exhibit bursts of activity every
2–6 days (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 4); sometimes showing sympathetically increased activity along with large bursts at neighbouring
families (Fig. 4b). This behaviour argues that different patches of the
deep fault slip with corresponding variation in frequency, probably
reflecting differences in the strength of the deep fault.
The semi-regularity of bursts at each family can be seen in Fig. 4b in
the months preceding the 2004 Parkfield earthquake. This regularity
suggests a model in which each burst of activity within a given family
649
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Figure 2 | Tremor migration. a, Example of an extended tremor migration
episode, propagating ,25 km along fault strike over 90 min, from event
family 20 northwest to event family 1. The average propagation rate in this
episode is ,17 km, but local propagation rates vary substantially. Symbols
are the same as in Fig. 1. This episode occurred on 26 October 2007 from

12:00–15:00 UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). b, Waveforms and eventfamily matches during the same period at three HRSN borehole stations
(horizontal component). c, Zoomed view of the highest-amplitude (and
fastest-migrating) portion of the sequence.

ruptures the same portion of the deep fault, releasing tectonic stress
that is accumulated between bursts. If so, and I assume that slip
averages ,3 cm yr21, I can estimate the amount of slip in each episode.
Families with shorter return periods, for example 5 days, would average
only 0.4 mm of slip in each burst. Assuming a 1 km radius dislocation
(which should contain the members of a given family), the moment
magnitude equivalent of such an event is 1.0 (assuming a shear modulus of 30 GPa), which will clearly fall below the detection thresholds of
surface geodetic instruments. On the other hand, those families with
the longest return periods display about three bursts a year, or ,1 cm
of slip per event, and are somewhat more extensive, often 15 km along
strike. Assuming a circular dislocation with a radius of 7.5 km, this
would be equivalent to a moment magnitude of 4.8. Occurring at these
depths (,25 km) over 2–3 days, such an event would probably still
evade detection by current instrumentation24, but might perhaps be
observable by a long-baseline laser strainmeter recently installed in the
area25.
Tremor activity was strongly affected following the 2004 earthquake. The nature of the change, however, varies substantially within
the tremor zone. The overall occurrence rates increased markedly for
some families, but this effect mostly decayed with increasing distance
from the earthquake rupture, as illustrated in cumulative event plots
for three representative families in Fig. 3. On the other hand, the

recurrence frequency of tremor bursts increased more broadly
(Fig. 4b and Supplementary Figs 4 and 5), including some event
families relatively distant from the rupture whose overall occurrence
rates remained nearly constant, such as family 19 (rate is seen in Fig. 3;
recurrence is shown in Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. 4). As this
implies, the increased frequency of event bursts within a family was
accompanied by a decrease in the number of events per burst (Figs 3
and 4), suggesting that the deep fault was temporarily weakened
following the earthquake. This could imply that static stresses from
the earthquake, which decay more quickly with distance, are driving
the rate increase, while further-reaching dynamic stresses may temporarily weaken the fault. Although activity returned mostly back to
the pre-earthquake pattern after a few months, occurrence rates in
some families remained elevated through the end of the study period
relative to their occurrence in the year preceding the 2004 earthquake, possibly reflecting an extended post-seismic deformation
transient in the lower crust and/or uppermost mantle.
Although growing evidence supports deep fault shear failure as the
basic mechanism of tremor, questions remain regarding physical conditions that control the spatial distribution of tremor. Tidal17 and teleseismic14–16 triggering of tremor imply that the deep fault is extremely
sensitive to small stress perturbations, suggesting the presence of high
(near-lithostatic) fluid pressure in the fault zone at these depths. If so,
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Figure 3 | Event-family recurrence styles. a, Cumulative events with time
for three event families with different recurrence patterns. Family 8 (red)
exhibits bursts containing many events every few months, while family 19
(green) exhibits smaller bursts every few days. Family 16 (purple) shows a
hybrid behaviour of small bursts every few days and a larger burst every few
months. Cumulative events are normalized to one between 6 November
2003 (the time of station operational changes) and 31 December 2008.
Actual numbers of events are given in the legend. b, Zoomed view of a, with
inset showing details of activity around the Parkfield earthquake, including
small frequent bursts in family 19 (green). Notice that bursts in families 8
and 16 are often, but not always, concurrent, suggesting that these patches of
the fault can rupture either together or separately.
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the fluid source beneath the San Andreas fault is less obvious than in
subduction zones, where slab dehydration is expected beneath the
tremor zone. Nevertheless, many potential sources of fluid exist.
Although a fossil slab may provide water beneath the San Andreas
fault26, the limited spatial extent of the San Andreas fault tremor argues
for a more local control. Subducted sediments proposed to exist near
the tremor zone27 might provide a local source of fluids, as would
serpentinite or fluid-saturated schist, which have been suggested to exist
here on the basis of a receiver function study in this area23. High fluid
pressures may make the fault extremely weak, possibly permitting
patches of the deep fault to deform by brittle rather than ductile failure,
even as temperatures approach 600 uC (ref. 28).
Tremor in this area provides an opportunity to examine the relationship between deep fault slip and earthquake occurrence. Whether
or not a change in tremor activity might portend a future earthquake
rupture is unknown, but high-resolution analysis of tremor provides
a new ability to monitor temporal and spatial variations in deformation that might otherwise be concealed. Of particular current interest
is tremor activity beneath the segment of the San Andreas fault south
of Parkfield, a currently locked portion of the fault that last ruptured
in the magnitude-7.9 Fort Tejon earthquake8. Although relatively
subtle, changes in tremor migration patterns may have signalled
accelerated deep fault slip in the three months leading up to the
2004 earthquake6. The marked changes in tremor activity following
the 2004 earthquake appear to reflect the effects of static and dynamic
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stresses imparted by the earthquake, demonstrating its relatively farreaching influence on ongoing deep fault deformation.
METHODS SUMMARY
The event families and detected catalogue used here were introduced by ref. 6,
supporting results describing possible changes in tremor activity preceding the
2004 magnitude-6.0 Parkfield earthquake. This processing consists of three main
steps: template event selection, template event location and event detection.
Template events are typically selected as relatively impulsive events within tremor
in the continuous seismic data. When possible, the location is first estimated using
compressional (P) and shear (S) wave arrival time picks for these events
(Supplementary Table 1). Persistent migration patterns between event families
suggest close spatial relationships and make it possible to refine these locations as
well as to estimate locations of events for which phase arrivals are not sufficiently
clear6.
Additional events similar to each template event are detected by cross-correlating
the template waveforms with the continuous data stream. Each waveform template
consists of 6 s of the three-component waveform at each station, with time delays
applied to approximately match the S-wave propagation across the network18,22. An
example template is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. This waveform template is then
scanned through the continuous data with cross-correlations calculated every
0.05 s, with the time delays of the original template preserved. Similarity is measured
by the correlation coefficient sum across all channels and stations of the network.
For maximum consistency over time, I used the 25 channels of data from the HRSN
network that operated most consistently over the study period and apply a fixed
correlation sum threshold of 4.0.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
The event families and detected catalogue used here were introduced by ref. 6, in
support of work describing possible changes in tremor activity preceding the
2004 magnitude-6.0 Parkfield earthquake. This processing consists of three main
steps: template event selection, template event location and event detection. For
convenience, these steps are summarized below.
Selection of waveform templates. The waveform templates used in this study are
those used by ref. 6 and are selected from the continuous data. Templates are
identified largely by a process of trial and error. To find a new template, I looked
for tremor not matched by any current templates. Within this unmatched tremor,
I attempted to select relatively strong and isolated events as templates.
To compare tremor rates over time, I must consider the possibility that tremor
waveforms may change over periods of years, either due to a change in the source
or a change in the earth (for example, changes induced by the San Simeon or
Parkfield earthquakes). To test this possibility, I compared the event detection
rates from similar waveform templates recorded during different years. I found
no significant change over the 7.5 years of this study, and in general used the
template that appears to have the highest signal-to-noise ratio.
Template event location. Tremor locations shown in Fig. 1 from ref. 6 are
derived from a hybrid process. Whenever possible, I obtained an absolute location for each template event based upon P and S wave arrival times of a lowfrequency earthquake with a good signal-to-noise ratio at permanent and
temporary stations. These additional stations, shown as open black triangles in
Fig. 1a, helped greatly to constrain the locations. To evaluate the range of possible
hypocentres and their corresponding residuals, the locations were performed by
a grid search (Supplementary Fig. 2) using a one-dimensional approximation to
the velocity model of ref. 29 near this location, with a VP/VS ratio of 1.78 (where
VP and VS are the velocities of the P- and S-waves), as done by ref. 4. Uncertainty
in these locations was approximately 64 km in horizontal and vertical positions.
Owing to station distribution, uncertainties tended to be slightly smaller for the
northerly tremors (closer to Parkfield) and slightly larger for the southernmost
tremors, for example, families 18–21. I obtained absolute locations for 11 of the
21 template events shown in Fig. 1; these coordinates are given in Supplementary
Table 1 of ref. 6. Phase arrival time picks (P and S waves) for these events are
given here in Supplementary Table 1. Using the absolute locations as a framework, I then refined these locations by observing persistent patterns of migration
between event families. For example, if I consistently observed migration from
family A to family B to family C, or the reverse of this, I inferred that family B
is located between families A and C. I also used migration patterns to infer event
locations for which no absolute location can be determined, owing to insufficient
identifiable P and S wave arrivals. Because the depth range of single-event
locations (22–30 km) can nearly be explained by uncertainty, I plotted all
events in the range of 24–25 km, which represents an average depth of the

best-constrained events. Small perturbations are plotted to help explain migration patterns and differences in recurrence behaviour, but these differences are
neither well constrained nor critical to the analysis presented here.
Event detection. I used the detection catalogue introduced by ref. 6, obtained by a
procedure adapted from previous work18,22. The waveform template consists of 6 s
of the three-component waveform at each station, with time delays applied to
approximately match the S-wave propagation across the network. An example
template is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. I cross-correlated each waveform
template with the continuous data stream, preserving the time lags across stations.
I used data of 20 samples per second, bandpass filtered at 2–8 Hz, and performed
the cross-correlation at lag increments of one sample. Similarity is then measured
by the correlation sum across all channels and stations of the network. Finally, a
threshold was applied. For maximum consistency over time, I used a fixed
correlation sum threshold of 4.0 for the 25 selected channels, with a maximum
of one event every 4 s.
Comparison with a tremor catalogue determined by amplitude and duration
(R. Nadeau, personal communication, 2008) shows good agreement, although I
identified many weak or short-duration tremor episodes missing from the
amplitude-based catalogue. Specifically, I compared my results with a catalogue
of well-located events south of Parkfield for 2006–2007 (R. Nadeau, personal
communication, 2008). Although additional templates would be required to
match all tremor, I detected at least one event within 99% (305/308) of bursts
identified by amplitude and duration. Individual template events match between
several hundred and several thousand events over the 7.5 years examined here.
Tremor also occurs along the San Andreas fault north of Parkfield7 and additional template events would be necessary to detect this tremor as well as for
additional tremor south of Parkfield.
Stations and components used for consistent detection. To compare tremor
rates over time, I used the following stations and channels, which operated most
consistently during the study period (STATION.CHANNELS): EADB.123,
FROB.123, JCSB.123, LCCB.23, MMNB.3, RMNB.12, SCYB.123, SMNB.123,
VCAB.123, GHIB.13 (two-component non-functional at GHIB). The following
stations and channels were not used: CCRB.123, JCNB.123, LCCB.1, MMNB.12,
RMNB.3, VARB.123 (instrument replaced at new depth in August 2003 at VARB).
Stations used for template event locations. Although the HRSN stations provide optimal long-term tremor detection capability, their concentrated distribution offset from the tremor activity does not provide good location ability.
Therefore, I employed additional stations (shown in Fig. 1) to constrain the data.
In particular, I used four temporary arrays of ten stations each (GFZ1, GFZ2,
GFZ3, Vogel)4 and six individual three-component stations from the Plate
Boundary Observatory and HRSN (B079, B078, B900, B073, GHIB, FROB).
Two additional stations from the Southern California Seismic Network (SMM
and PHL) were used to help locate the southernmost event family (family 21).
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